PROTECTION 101
A 3” x 12” Striker
plate is used when
passing through a
horizontal framing
member where
CSST is concealed
above & below

A 3” x 7” Striker Plate is used
when passing through a
horizontal framing member
where CSST is concealed or
on one side of the framing
member

FlakJacket & Pro-Flex CSST must be protected when it is
CONCEALED and CONSTRAINED
This includes both sides of the wall if the there is not 3”- a
2x4 wall will always require puncture
protection if the CSST is larger than 1”
concealed on both sides.

3” x 7” Striker Plate
is required to
protect CSST in Non
-insulated wall
cavity as CSST is
protected by a
Floppy in an insulated cavity .

Where a manifold is recessed in a wall
cavity and the wall is going to be
finished above (or below) the manifold, a 6” x 17” Striker Plate must be
used to protect the multiple runs.

All CSST Termination Plates must
be protected by a
12” length of
floppy.

A wall cavity filled with
spray foam insulation
requires that the CSST be
protected using a Floppy
Armor for the entire
distance that the CSST is
Constrained by the
insulation

PLEASE REFER TO PRO-FLEX TRAINING GUIDE SECTION 4.4 PROTECTION
Protection is required for 5” beyond the framing member that the
CSST passes through.
The best protection from puncture for CSST is its flexibility allowing
it move away from a nail or screw. The issue is when CSST passes
through a framing member, the stud (joist, etc.) restricts
(constrains) the CSST from being able to avoid the potential 3”
puncture threat for 5”

Floppy Protective Armor is another protection device. It is designed to be used at points of constraint such as terminations,
gas outlet boxes (1 foot lengths) or when the CSST cannot be
displaced at least 3” (long horizontal runs through multiple
studs, CSST larger than 1” installed in a 2 x 4 framed wall, or
wall cavities that are going to be spray-foam insulated. The ID of
the Floppy conduit must be at least 1/2” larger than the nominal
CSST

See the diagram for examples. In addition, 3” x 2” Striker
Plates are to be used when CSST is passing through exposed
joist and the CSST is within 3” of the exposed edge.
*Technically, an inspector can red-flag an installation by using another
CSST Manufacturer’s Striker Plates with Pro-Flex CSST products.
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